Penn Medicine Shuttle Schedule  
Medical Alumni Weekend 2017

*Boarding begins ten minutes prior to the specified departure time. Please note that all times are approximate due to traffic and other unforeseen delays.*

**Friday, May 12th**

Departures FROM **Ritz-Carlton** TO **Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine (PCAM)**: 8:00 a.m. | 9:00 a.m. | 10:00 a.m.*

Departures FROM **Hyatt at the Bellevue** THEN **Loews** TO **PCAM**: 8:00 a.m. | 9:00 a.m.

Return FROM **PCAM** TO **Hotels**: 5:15 p.m.*

Departure FROM **Hotels** TO **The Logan**: 6:30 p.m.*

Return FROM **The Logan** TO **Hotels**: 9:00 p.m.*

**Saturday, May 13th**

Departure FROM **Hotels** TO **PCAM**: 8:30 a.m.*

Departure FROM **PCAM** TO **Parade Lineup** (37th & Spruce): 11:30 a.m.

Returns FROM **Alumni Picnic** (34th & Spruce) TO **Hotels**: 2:00 p.m.* | 2:45 p.m.*

Departure FROM **Ritz-Carlton** TO **55th Reunion Dinner (Class of 1962)**: 3:45 p.m.

Return FROM **55th Reunion Dinner (Class of 1962)** TO **Ritz-Carlton**: 8:45 p.m.

*Stops at Ritz-Carlton, Loews, and Hyatt at the Bellevue*
Important Addresses

The Hyatt at the Bellevue
200 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102
*Shuttle stop located on Broad Street (front entrance of hotel).*

The Logan
1 Logan Square
Philadelphia, PA

Loews Philadelphia Hotel
1200 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107
*Shuttle stop located on 12th Street, between Market and Chestnut.*

Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine (PCAM)
Henry A. Jordan, M’62 Medical Education Center**
3400 Civic Center Boulevard
Philadelphia, PA 19104
*Shuttle stop located on East Service Drive.*

The Ritz-Carlton
10 Avenue of the Arts
Philadelphia, PA 19102
*Shuttle stop located on Market Street (back entrance of hotel).*

**Location of the Henry A. Jordan, M’62 Medical Education Center**
The Jordan Center is located on the 5th Floor of the Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine (PCAM).

*From the East Service Drive shuttle drop-off point, enter through the revolving door and take the escalator up one level. Take the elevators to your right to the 5th floor and you will arrive at the Jordan Center.*

*From the main entrance of PCAM on Civic Center Boulevard (taxi drop-off), take either the elevator or the escalator to the 1st floor, then walk straight ahead toward the South Pavilion. Continue walking down this corridor and follow the signs overhead toward the B and C elevators. Take the B elevators to the 5th floor and you will arrive at the Jordan Center Atrium.*